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GGI

MEMORY CARD READERS
All-in-One Card Reader (GGRU2.0)
The All-in-One Card Reader from GGI has slots to accept most of the
common card types used in today’s digital cameras. It provides a fast
USB 2.0 interface for quick transfers of photos, videos and music files
to and from your computer. It’s compact design makes it easy to carry
with a laptop computer. The All-in-One Card Reader has multiple card
slots that accept CompactFlash (Type I/II), Microdrive, SD (Secure
Digital), MultiMediaCard (MMC), SmartMedia, Memory Stick,
Memory Stick Pro, Memory Stick DUO and DUO Pro cards..........24.95

All-in-One
Card Reader
Memory Stick
Card Reader

9-in-1 Multi-Card Reader (GGMCR)
This reader accepts nine common memory card types: SD and MiniSD
(Secure Digital), MicroSD/TransFlash (T-Flash), MultiMediaCard
(MMC), RS-MMC, Memory Stick, Memory Stick PRO, Memory Stick
Duo and Memory Stick PRO Duo. Simply insert your card into the
appropriate slot, and transfer data to your computer via fast USB 2.0
interface. The reader auto-detects which card is inserted ................19.95

SD-MMC
Memory Card Reader

xD-Picture
Card Reader

CompactFlash (Type I/II) Card Reader (GGRCFU2)
This single-slot card reader accepts any brand of CompactFlash (Type I
and II) card and transfers the stored data to your computer via its fast
USB 2.0 interface ................................................................................14.95

CompactFlash
Card Reader

Memory Stick Card Reader (GGRMSU2.0Q)
This single-slot card reader accepts any accepts any brand of Memory
Stick, Memory Stick Pro, and Memory Stick DUO card and transfers
the stored data to your computer via its fast USB 2.0 interface .......14.95

xD-Picture Card Reader (GGRXDU2Q)
This reader accepts any brand of xD-Picture memory card inserted into
its single-slot, and transfers the stored data to your computer via its fast
USB 2.0 interface ................................................................................14.95

Secure Digital (SD)/MultiMedia Card (MMC)
Memory Card Reader (GGRSDU2.0)
This single-slot card reader accepts any accepts any brand of SD or
MMC card and transfers the stored data to your computer via its
fast USB 2.0 interface. This reader will also support Mini SD,
RS MultiMedia, and T-FLASH cards with an optional adapter.
Memory cards are auto-detected when inserted...............................14.95

DELKIN

IOGEAR

ExpressCard 34 is an
adapter that enables the
fastest data transfer from
a CompactFlash memory
card (Type I/II) to the latest
Apple MacBook Pro and PC
laptops with an ExpressCard slot.
It works in both the 54mm and 34mm
ExpressCard slots and can transfer data at rates up
to 20MB per second. Its small compact size makes it
the perfect tool for photographers on the go.
Compatible with Windows XP and Mac OS 10.4.x
or later. (DEECCA) ................................................59.95

IOGEAR’s Pocket Card Readers offer hispeed, bi-directional image and data transfer.
Images and data can be transferred quickly from SD, MMC and Memory
Stick Duo/Memory Stick PRO Duo memory cards to your PC. With the
increased speeds, sustained data transfer rates, it is up to 4x faster than the
standard digital camera connection. Transfer pictures, data, and music at
blazing USB 2.0 Speeds, up to 480 Mbps. Just plug the reader into your
computer’s USB 1.1 or 2.0 port and you're ready to go in seconds.

ExpressCard 34
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Pocket Card Reader

• LED power indicator & data transfer indicator light.
• No external power supply necessary; Windows & Macintosh compatible
Memory Stick Duo/PRO Duo Pocket Card Reader (IOCRMSDU) ...........14.95
Secure Digital SD/MMC Pocket Card Reader (IOCRWSDMCC) ...............14.95
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KINGSTON

DIGITAL MEDIA
CompactFlash Ultimate 133x
With its impressive minimum sustained write speed rating of 133x, CompactFlash Ultimate is
the perfect match for high-end digital cameras and other devices that benefit from fast capture
and storage functions. Its designed to deliver superior results with fast transfer and support for
continuous shooting. With capacities up to 8 GB, CompactFlash Ultimate offers plenty of room
for capturing and storing high volumes of images.
To ensure that Kingston flash memory solutions are among the performance leaders in their class,
Kingston engineers select high-performance controllers as part of each cards design. Each card is 100%
tested and you can rest assured that every CompactFlash Ultimate has received a perfect score. For added peace of mind, every
Kingston CompactFlash Ultimate card is backed by a lifetime warranty, 24/7 live technical support and come pre-loaded with
OnTrack EasyRecovery Professional 6.1 data recovery software for Windows 2000 and XP (SP1 and above) systems.
◆ Sustained write speed rating of

133x translates
into a 23 MB/sec. read rate and 20 MB/sec.
write rate.

◆ Auto sleep mode preserves system battery life.
◆ Kingston’s flash storage devices have connectors

rated for more than 10,000 insertions.
◆ Kingston Flash controllers automatically lock

out sections with bad memory cells, and move
the data to other sections to extend the useful
life and reliability of the flash storage device.

◆ EasyRecovery Professional software helps

you recover, repair, and restore your
valuable data. The loss or corruption of
critical data can have staggering financial,
legal, and productivity ramifications on
businesses and home users alike.
Important documents are often difficult
or even impossible to re-create. With
EasyRecovery do-it-yourself software you
can get your data back quickly and easily saving you time, money, and resources.

1GB Ultimate 100x CompactFlash
Memory Card (KICFU1GB) .......................21.95
2GB Ultimate 133x CompactFlash
Memory Card (KICFU2GB) .......................39.95
4GB Ultimate 133x CompactFlash
Memory Card (KICFU4GB) .......................69.95
8GB Ultimate 133x CompactFlash
Memory Card (KICFU8GB) .....................129.95

Rebates are available — check online or call

CompactFlash Elite Pro
Imaging pros expect a lot from their equipment and can’t afford to have a component limit their
productivity or creativity. That’s where Kingston’s CompactFlash Elite Pro memory cards come
in. They’re designed specifically to help advanced amateur or professional photographers get the
best performance from their high-end imaging devices and applications. No matter how fast you
work, the Elite Pro can keep pace with its ultra-fast transfer rates With up to 8GB capacity, you
can capture more continuous, high-resolution images in less time with the Elite Pro than with
traditional CompactFlash memory cards. And when it’s time to transfer your largest files, watch
them fly - your production workflow will be more efficient than ever.
◆ Sustained write speed rating of

45x on the
4GB and 8GB translates into a 8 MB/sec.
read rate and 6.75x MB/sec. write rate. Sustained write speed rating of 50x on the 1GB
and 2GB translates into a 10 MB/sec. read
rate and 8x MB/sec. write rate.

512MB Elite Pro 50x
CompactFlash Card
(KICFEP512MB) ...........14.95

◆ Auto sleep mode preserves system battery

life.
◆ Kingston’s flash storage devices have

connectors rated for more than 10,000
insertions.

1GB Elite Pro 50x
CompactFlash Card
(KICFEP1GB) ...............22.95

2GB Elite Pro 50x
CompactFlash Card
(KICFEP2GB) ...............34.95

◆ Kingston Flash controllers automatically

lock out sections with bad memory cells,
and move the data to other sections to
extend the useful life and reliability of the
flash storage device.

4GB Elite Pro 45x
CompactFlash Card
(KICFEP4GB) ...............69.95

8GB Elite Pro 45x
CompactFlash Card
(KICFEP8GB) .............176.95
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SANDISK

DIGITAL MEDIA
CompactFlash (CF) Cards
Available from 256MB, all the way up to a whopping 4GB, SanDisk’s standard CompactFlash
cards are perfect for everyone who loves taking great digital photos, and wants a memory card
they can count on, every day. The world’s most popular removable mass storage device,
CompactFlash card are the size of a matchbook and weigh half an ounce. They have a high
transfer rate for fast copying and downloading, and are built to last, with an operating
shock rating of 2,000Gs, equivalent to a 10’ drop.
◆ High transfer rates for fast copy and

download, up to 1.2 MB per second.
◆ Operating shock rating of

2,000Gs,
equivalent to a 10’ drop to the floor.

◆ Unfazed by drastic weather conditions

ranging from blistering heat to arctic cold.

◆ High storage capacity — available from

256MB, all the way up to 4GB of storage.
◆ Non-volatile solid-state; no moving

parts maximizes battery power. Data
isn’t lost when power is turned off.
◆ 5-year limited warranty.

256MB CompactFlash Card (SACF256MB) .......12.95
512MB CompactFlash Card (SACF512MB)........15.95
1GB CompactFlash Card (SACF1GB) ................28.95
2GB CompactFlash Card (SACF2GB) ................38.95
4GB CompactFlash Card (SACF4GB) ................66.95

Ultra II CompactFlash (CF) Cards
When the shooting turns fast and furious, serious photographers turn to the SanDisk Ultra II
CompactFlash card. It is so fast, you’re always ready for the next shot. It is so rugged,
environmental conditions are never a problem. It is so well built, that it’s backed by
SanDisk’s lifetime limited warranty.
Available from 512MB up to a massive 8GB, Ultra II CompactFlash cards feature a
minimum write speed of 9 megabytes per second (MB/sec.) and a minimum read
speed of 10MB/sec., making them ideal for high performance 4 megapixel or higher
resolution digital cameras. With the Ultra II CompactFlash cards you’ll be able to take pictures so
rapidly that you’ll capture every fast-moving scene.
◆ Ultra II CF card performance is achieved

by using SanDisk’s high performance
controllers with advanced firmware and
high capacity 0.13 micron NAND memory.
◆ Ultra II cards generate a highly optimized

overall flash card operation that yields
leadership write and read performance
while maintaining an exceptionally high
level of reliability and compatibility with
the large installed base of CF hosts. In
addition, the controllers are based on a cost
effective, high performance 32-bit
ARC core that enables very high
bandwidth data transfer from the host bus
to the NAND memory and reduces to a
minimum the internal flash card system
processing overhead.
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◆ Take advantage of

advanced high
megapixel digital cameras and capture
high-resolution images even faster!

◆ Minimum 9MB/second sequential write

speed lets you capture large image files
faster. This means less time between shots.
◆ Ready for rapid-fire shooting, such as photo

journalism, sports, nature and
fashion photography.

◆ High-density flash memory and optimized

controller technology lets you save large
image files faster. Minimum of 10MB/second
sequential read speed for ultra-fast image
viewing and data transfer.
◆ Do it all with low power consumption,

which means longer battery life.
◆ Backed by a lifetime limited warranty.

512MB Ultra II CompactFlash Card (SAU2CF512MB) ....................................................................19.95
1GB Ultra II CompactFlash Card (SAU2CF1GB).............................................................................29.95
2GB Ultra II CompactFlash Card (SAU2CF2GB).............................................................................44.95
4GB Ultra II CompactFlash Card (SAU2CF4GB).............................................................................70.95
8GB Ultra II CompactFlash Card (SAU2CF8GB) ..........................................................................129.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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SANDISK

DIGITAL MEDIA
Extreme III CompactFlash (CF) Cards
Designed for serious professional photographers who demand the fastest, most rugged, durable and
reliable durable memory cards, SanDisk Extreme III CompactFlash cards feature innovative ESP
Technology for the fastest speeds and highest performance. ESP stands for “Enhanced Super-Parallel
Processing”. Simply put, it means you are getting the fastest read/write speeds available –
an amazing minimum 20MB per second sequential read and write speed – speed you’ll
definitely appreciate whenever you find yourself shooting and storing pictures in harsh
environments, extreme temperatures or at high altitudes.
Every Extreme III CompactFlash card comes with RescuePRO so you can recover images,
documents, mail, video, music – just about any digital file, with ease. Built with leadingedge media recovery algorithms, RescuePRO lets you preview recoverable data before you
try to retrieve it. With RescuePro’s unique recovery algorithm for MPEG audio and MPEG video recovery (MPEG-1/2/3) what
you see, and what you hear, is what you can recover.
◆ Designed to meet the critical speed and

◆ Built to perform in the most extreme

environments and temperatures—from -13° F
to 185° F (-25° C to 85° C).

performance needs of serious
photographers. Quickly capture, view,
upload and transfer large image files.

◆ Min 20MB/second sequential read and write.

◆ Ideal for demanding photo shoots under

◆ Durable, reliable and thoroughly tested—

severe weather conditions—heat, cold,
wind, rain, snow, etc.

temperature tested (heat and cold); shock and
vibration tested.

◆ Data recovery software—ensures your

photos will always be there (even if you
delete them accidentally).
◆ Dedicated, priority technical support

hotline from SanDisk.
◆ Includes travel case and limited lifetime

warranty.

1GB Extreme III CompactFlash Card (SAE3CF1GB) ...........................38.95

8GB Extreme III CompactFlash Card (SAE3CF8GB).........................149.95

2GB Extreme III CompactFlash Card (SAE3CF2GB) ...........................57.95

12GB Extreme III CompactFlash Card (SAE3CF12GB) .....................279.95

4GB Extreme III CompactFlash Card (SAE3CF4GB) ...........................86.95

16GB Extreme III CompactFlash Card (SAE3CF16GB) .....................299.95

Extreme IV CompactFlash (CF) Cards
The flagship Extreme IV line of CompactFlash cards are designed for the high-end professional
photographer who requires the highest possible performance and the
largest capacities for their medium format and high-end digital single lens
reflex (SLR) cameras. Otherwise the same as the Extreme III, it steps up
with extremely fast read/write speeds up to 40MB/sec. When used with the
SanDisk Extreme FireWire reader, images can transfer from the SanDisk
Extreme IV cards to a computer, at up to 40MB/sec, for significantly
improved workflow efficiency.
2GB Extreme IV
CompactFlash Card (SAE4CF2GB) .............76.95

4GB Extreme IV
CompactFlash Card (SAE4CF4GB) ...........119.95

2GB Extreme IV CompactFlash Card
with Extreme FireWire Reader Bundle (SAE4CF2GBR) ....................134.95

8GB Extreme IV
CompactFlash Card (SAE4CF8GB) ...........209.95

4GB Extreme IV CompactFlash Card
with Extreme FireWire Reader Bundle (SAE4CF4GBR) ....................169.95

(212) 444-5027 • 1-800-947-9927 • Quick Dial 73
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SANDISK

DIGITAL MEDIA
Ultra II SD (Secure Digital) Cards
When the shooting turns fast and furious, serious photographers turn to SanDisk Ultra II SD cards.
So fast, you’re always ready for the next shot. So rugged, environmental conditions are never a problem.
So well built that it’s backed by SanDisk’s lifetime limited warranty. When every shot counts,
choose the SanDisk Ultra II SD card.
Available from 512MB up to a massive 4GB, Ultra II SD cards feature a minimum write
speed of 9MB/sec. and a minimum read speed of 10MB/sec., making them ideal for high
performance 4 megapixel or higher resolution digital cameras. With the Ultra II Secure Digital
cards, you’ll be able to take pictures so rapidly that you’ll capture every fast-moving scene.
◆ Take advantage of

advanced high
megapixel digital cameras and capture
high-resolution images even faster!

◆ Minimum 9MB/second sequential write

speed lets you capture large image files
faster. This means less time between shots.
◆ Ready for rapid-fire shooting, such as

photo journalism, sports, nature and
fashion photography.

◆ High-density flash memory and optimized

controller technology lets you save large
image files faster. Minimum of 10MB/second
sequential read speed for ultra-fast image
viewing and data transfer.
◆ Do it all with low power consumption,

which means longer battery life.
◆ Backed by a lifetime limited warranty.

512MB Ultra II SD Card (SAU2SD512MB) ..19.95
1GB Ultra II SD Card (SAU2SD1GB) ...........29.95
2GB Ultra II SD Card (SAU2SD2GB) ...........44.95
4GB Ultra II SDHC High-Capacity Card
with USB 2.0 Card Reader (SAU2SD4GBR)
The Ultra II SDHC format supports higher
capacity needs. It is not backwards compatible
with legacy SD format host devices ..........99.95

Ultra II SD Plus Cards
The innovative SanDisk Ultra II SD Plus is the newest addition to the SanDisk Ultra II SD family.
This ground-breaking card gives you the capability to connect your SD card directly into
a USB port by transforming into a USB adapter, via a unique hinged cover, eliminating
the need for any readers to offload content to a PC.
512MB Ultra II SD Plus
Card (SAU2SDU512MB) ....31.95

1GB Ultra II SD Plus
Card (SAU2SDU1GB) ........29.95

2GB Ultra II SD Plus
Card (SAU2SDP2GB) ........44.95

Memory Stick PRO Duo Cards
Serious professional photographers who demand one of the fastest, rugged, and durable memory
cards choose SanDisk Extreme III Memory Stick PRO Duo. These cards feature innovative
ESP (Enhanced Super-Parallel Processing) Technology for an amazing minimum 18MB per
second sequential read and write speed – speed you’ll appreciate whenever you find yourself
shooting and storing pictures in harsh environments, extreme temperatures or at high altitudes.
Fast and incredibly rugged, Ultra II Memory Stick PRO Duo cards feature a minimum write speed of 9MB/sec. and a
minimum read speed of 10MB/sec., and are so well built, that they are backed by SanDisk’s lifetime limited warranty.
Extreme III Memory Stick PRO Duo

Ultra II Memory Stick PRO Duo

1 GB (SAE3MSPD1GB): With storage case ...44.95

512MB (SAU2MSD512MB) ..........................34.95

2GB (SAU2MSD2GB) ..................................50.95

2 GB (SAE3MSPD2GB): With storage case ...68.95

1GB (SAU2MSD1GB) ..................................36.95

4GB (SAU2MSPD4GB) ................................86.95
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SANDISK

DIGITAL MEDIA READERS & ADAPTERS
xD-Picture Card
Ultra compact, yet incredibly powerful, the SanDisk xD-Picture Card lets you get the most out
of your Olympus and Fuji xD-Picture Card compatible digital devices. Now, with SanDisk’s
introduction of the Type M xD format, you can get increased storage capacities and higher
transfer rates - plenty of room for you to capture all of the photos that make up your world!
• Compatible with most of xD-Picture card compatible digital cameras.
• Capacities range from 256MB to 1GB • Panorama feature is supported by Olympus stamped xD-Picture card
256MB xD-Picture Card (M-Type) (SAXDM256MB) .....................16.95
512MB xD-Picture Card (M-Type) (SAXDM512MB) .....................16.95
512MB xD-Picture Card (H-Type) (SAXDH512MB)......................16.95

1GB xD-Picture Card (M-Type) (SAXD1GB) ................................24.95
1GB xD-Picture Card (H-Type) (SAXDH1GB) ..............................24.95
2GB xD-Picture Card (M-Type) (SAXD2GB) ................................24.95

Memory Card Reader/Writers
Quickly transfer photos, music, video and data between your digital devices and your PC with SanDisk’s Reader/Writers. With a USB 2.0 port (and
some with Firewire) that’s backward compatible with all existing USB ports they make it easy for you to read and write directly to your flash memory
card. No need to connect your digital device to your PC. Work with most flash memory types without an adapter. All ImageMate Reader/Writers support SanDisk’s high-performance Ultra II and Extreme III memory cards.
ImageMate CompactFlash
Reader/Writer (SARCFUQ)
A single slot, high-speed
CompactFlash Type I and II
reader. Compatible with
Windows 98SE, ME, 2000,
XP and Macintosh OS 9.x
and OS X (v10.1.2 or later) ......................17.95
ImageMate 5-In-1 Reader/Writer (SA51U)
Accepts SD Cards, MultiMedia
Cards, Memory Sticks,
Memory Stick PRO and
xD cards.
0.8 x 3.2 x 2.4” (HLW).
No additional driver installation
required for Windows ME, 2000, XP,
Mac OS 9.2.x and OS X v10.1.2 plus.
Driver included for Windows 98SE .........15.95
ImageMate 12-in-1
Reader/Writer (SA121U)
Accepts the following
memory types without
the need for an adapter:
CompactFlash Type I and Type
II, SD card, miniSD, MultiMedia
card, RS-MMC, Memory Stick, Memory Stick
PRO, Memory Stick Duo, Memory Stick PRO
Duo, SmartMedia and xD cards.
No additional driver installation required for
Windows ME, 2000, XP and Mac OS 9.2
and up. Driver included for
Windows 98SE ..........................................29.95

Extreme USB 2.0 Reader (SARE31U)
A high-performance reader which provides a
complete digital
system solution for
your photography
needs. It has a
transfer rate of up
to 20MB/second
with sequential
read and write. It has 2 slots to
support CompactFlash (Type I & II),
Secure Digital (SD), Memory Stick Pro, and
Memory Stick PRO Duo card types. It
supports USB 2.0 connectivity on both
Windows and Macintosh systems, and draws
power directly from the USB interface with no
external AC power ....................................19.95
Extreme FireWire Card Reader (SARE4FW)
This high-performance reader
offers a transfer
rate of up to
40MB/second with
sequential read
and write. It has
one slot for CF (Type I and II) and is specifically designed to support SanDisk Extreme IV
CompactFlash cards. It supports FireWire
800/400 connectivity on both Windows and
Macintosh systems, and draws power directly
from the FireWire interface with no external
AC power ..................................................59.95

Ultra PC Card Adapter (SAUCFA)
Turns your CompactFlash, Ultra
or Extreme card into a PC Card.
Insert the card into the adapter
and it becomes a “plug and play”
memory card that works like a
removable hard drive on any computer or
notebook with a PC Card slot .......................9.95
CompactFlash PC Card Adapter
Turns your CompactFlash into a PC card...............9.95

(SACFA):

6-in-1 PC Card Adapter (SA61A)
Turns your SD, MultiMedia
Card, SmartMedia, Memory
Stick, Memory Stick PRO or
xD-Picture Card into a PC
Card...................................23.95
MobileMate SD Plus
5-in-1 Reader (SA51MU)
Works with all types of MultiMedia
and Secure Digital Cards including
SD, miniSD, MultiMediaCard,
RS-MMC, MMC mobile, microSD,
and TransFlash cards - without the
need for an adapter ................10.95
MobileMate Memory Stick Plus
4-in-1 Reader (SA41MU)
Works with all memory stick types including
Memory Stick, Memory Stick PRO, Memory
Stick Duo and Memory Stick PRO Duo,
without the need for an adapter...............10.95
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LEXAR

DIGITAL MEDIA
Platinum II CompactFlash Memory Card
High-speed cards for high-speed applications, Lexar’s Platinum II CompactFlash memory cards
provide photographers with performance levels capable of sustained rapid-fire shooting and fullmotion video, two of the most popular features in today’s digital cameras. The Platinum II is
speed-rated at 80x, and capable of a minimum sustained write speed of 12MB per second—which
means you’ll never miss a shot. Available in 512MB, 1GB, 2 GB and 4GB capacities, the Platinum
II CF card brings out the ultimate performance in your digital SLR (DSLR) camera.
◆ Available in 80x speed and capacities up to

◆ Each card includes Lexar Image Rescue 3

2GB, the Platinum II CF card delivers ultimate performance, so you can take more
photos, and shoot them in quick succession.
It also gives you the flexibility to be creative
and experiment with your DSLR camera,
knowing you can rely on high-speed performance and huge card capacity.

software, which reliably recovers most
photo, video, and audio files, even if they've
been erased or the card has been corrupted.
The software can also reformat the card, securely delete images, and report on the overall condition of the card, so you can ensure
it's in perfect working order.

512 MB Platinum II CompactFlash Card
(LECFP2512MB).............................................16.95

1GB Platinum II CompactFlash Card
(LECFP21GB) ................................................26.95

◆ Backup, sync, and share all your valuable

photos with Lexar Backup n Sync™ software, powered by Sharpcast.
◆ Extend your picture taking with the ability

to edit, organize, and share your photos
using Corel Snapfire™ Plus SE software.
(Free downloads with purchase of the card).
2GB Platinum II CompactFlash Card
(LECFP22GB) ................................................39.95

LockTight CompactFlash
Created for security-conscious professional photographers and organizations seeking card-level
data security for their sensitive photographs, the LockTight system is the only secure imaging solution that reliably and easily restricts unauthorized access to data stored on LockTight enabled
CompactFlash cards. LockTight encrypts login access to the card. By not encrypting file data, the
full 80x speed of the LockTight card is available to the photographer while still providing full card
level security. A LockTight card absolutely cannot be accessed on any camera other than an authorized LockTight camera nor
any computer that does not have LockTight Access and a correct user name and password. LockTight-enabled cards are a
valuable tool for those in fields such as scientific research, forensic photography, military, law enforcement, and mass media.
LockTight has zero impact on a photographer’s shooting style and minimal impact on their production workflow. It also
makes the time spent on system administration incredibly low.
◆ LockTight security is based on a 160-bit en-

cryption technology and uses SHA-1 (Secure Hash Algorithm), a standard approved
by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). The 160-bit encryption
technology is among the most effective and
widely accepted security solutions available.
◆ LockTight-enabled cards can’t be accessed

on any computer without User Access software and a valid username and password.
And, it will only be recognized by an authorized LockTight-enabled camera. These
features ensure a high level of data security
if a LockTight CF card is ever lost, stolen or
inadvertently falls into the wrong hands.
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◆ System has little to no impact on a profes-

◆ LockTight cards, users and cameras are

sional shooting style and minimal, onescreen impact on production workflow.
◆ Beyond security, they offer extremely fast

added to the system with a single drag and
drop entry screen.
◆ Lifetime warranty

read/write speeds.

Four components comprise the LockTight System:
1) Professional LockTight CF card (512MB or 2GB)
2) Lexar Professional CompactFlash reader
3) LockTight enabled camera such as the Nikon D2x, D2xs, D2Hs and D200
4) LockTight Admin and Access software
512MB LockTight 80x CompactFlash Card (LECFLT80X512) ........................................................59.95
2GB LockTight 80x CompactFlash Card (LECFLT80X2GB) .........................................................139.95
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LEXAR

DIGITAL MEDIA
Professional Series 133x CompactFlash Memory Cards
with WA (Write Acceleration)
A high-speed, high-capacity solution that brings out the ultimate performance in your DSLR
equipment. Ideal for photographers who demand optimal performance, they are available in
capacities up to a massive 8GB, and capable of minimum sustained write speeds of up to
20MB per second, so you can keep shooting. The incredibly fast read/write speeds of the
card fully leverage your camera’s high-speed processor and accelerate image download times,
making it a top choice among professional photographers.
The cards include Lexar Image Rescue software, which recovers most image files, even if
they’ve been erased or corrupted. It can also reformat, securely delete images, and report on the overall condition of the card,
so you can ensure it’s in perfect working order for your next shoot. And with the included full version of Corel Paint Shop Pro X,
you can extend your picture-taking with the ability to enhance, edit, and manage photos from your desktop.
◆ Capable of

sustained read/write speeds of
up to 20MB per second, the Professional
Series 133x CF cards speed up capture times,
vastly improve download time, and give you
faster recycle time so you spend less time
waiting between shots.

◆ Limited lifetime warranty and a free, dedi-

cated customer support line.
◆ 100% camera compatibility guaranteed.

Image Rescue 2.0 Software
◆ Recover lost or deleted photos including

JPEG, TIFF and RAW from your memory
card even if they’ve been erased, reformatted,
or if your memory card has been corrupted.
(Image recovery is not 100% guaranteed.)
Scans every sector on the memory card,
reports any hardware errors found and
repairs any file system errors detected.

Corel Paint Shop X
◆ Each card is bundled with full version of

Corel Paint Shop X. Enhance, create, share
your photographs. Advanced photography
tools for advanced imaginations
◆ Edit, enhance, and repair photos with

precision tools. Create art masterpieces with
realistic painting tools. Design graphics for
presentations, print, or the web.

1GB Professional Series 133x CompactFlash Card with
Write Acceleration (WA) Technology (LECF133X1GB) ..........................29.95

4GB Professional Series 133x CompactFlash Card with
Write Acceleration (WA) Technology (LECF133X4GB) .........................CALL

2GB Professional Series 133x CompactFlash Card with
Write Acceleration (WA) Technology (LECF133X2GB) .........................CALL

8GB Professional Series 133x CompactFlash Card with
Write Acceleration (WA) Technology (LECF133X8GB) .........................CALL

Professional UDMA CompactFlash Memory Cards
Providing the ultimate high-speed memory card performance, the Lexar Professional UDMA 300x
memory card dramatically increases card-to-computer transfer rates when paired with a
UDMA-enabled reader. It delivers industry-leading read/write speeds with a minimum sustained
write speed capability of a blazing 300x (45MB/sec) in all capacities, drastically reducing postproduction time. Also supports the next generation of high-resolution UDMA-enabled digital SLR
(DSLR) cameras. Also includes Lexar Professional Software Suite (needs to be downloaded).
◆ Bundled with Lexar Image Rescue 3 software to reliably recover most photo, video, and audio files, even if

they've been erased or the card has been
corrupted. The software can also reformat the card, securely delete
images, and report on the overall condition of the card, ensuring it's in perfect working order for the next shoot.

◆ Backup, sync, and share valuable photos with Lexar Backup n Sync software, powered by Sharpcast. Extend picture-taking with the ability to enhance,

edit, and manage photos from the desktop using the full version of Corel Paint Shop Pro X software.
2GB Professional UDMA 300x
CompactFlash Card (LECF300X2GB) ..........64.95

4GB Professional UDMA 300x
CompactFlash Card (LECF300X4GB)........119.95

8GB Professional UDMA 300x
CompactFlash Card (LECF300X8GB)........219.95
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LEXAR

DIGITAL MEDIA
SD (Secure Digital) Memory Card
Tough and impact-resistant, Lexar Secure Digital (SD) cards are used in many digital devices
including digital cameras, MP3 players, PDAs, and camcorders. They have an erasure-prevention
switch to keep your data safe. When the switch is in the locked position, it will stop you from
accidentally copying over or deleting data stored on your card. Now you know your data will be safe.
256MB Secure Digital Card (LESD256MB)..................9.95

1GB Secure Digital Card (LESD1GB) ........................24.95

512MB Secure Digital Card (LESD512MB)................14.95

2GB Secure Digital Card (LESD2GB) ........................36.95

Platinum II Memory Stick Pro Duo
Available in capacities up to a whopping 4GB, the Lexar Platinum II Memory Stick PRO Duo
captures photo, video, and multimedia files in user-friendly Memory Stick format. It works with a
vast range of applications, including Sony MP3 players, video cameras, televisions, and computers
with a Memory Stick PRO Duo slot. It’s also ideal for use with Sony Ericsson mobile phones and
PDAs. The Lexar Platinum II Memory Stick PRO Duo is offered in a wide range of capacities to
address your specific storage needs. It lets you reliably capture and store your vacation photos, favorite songs, video clips, and
other files, making it the perfect solution to your multimedia storage needs.
512MB Platinum II Memory Stick Pro Duo (LEMSPD512MB) ............19.95

2GB Platinum II Memory Stick Pro Duo (LEMSPD2GB) ....................39.95

1GB Platinum II Memory Stick Pro Duo (LEMSPD1GB) ....................26.95

4GB Platinum II Memory Stick Pro Duo (LEMSPD4GB) ....................79.95

xD-Picture Card
The Lexar xD-Picture Card (Type M) is exceptionally compact, which means that manufacturers will be
able to deliver smaller, more stylish, and more powerful digital devices in the future. It has fast
read speeds and quicker picture access times, while consuming less power than other memory
formats. It’s durable, making it a media you can trust with your most valuable data. The
sturdy solid state design and corrosive resistant contact points ensures that pictures stored on
an xD-Picture Card stay safe from memory loss and read/write errors.
256MB xD-Picture Card (LEXD512MB) ................................................23.95

1GB xD-Picture Card (LEXD1GB).........................................................29.95

Image Rescue 3 Software
Reliable Image Recovery for All Memory Cards
A simple, intuitive image recovery software that can recover lost or deleted files from any type
or brand of memory card, using any card reader. It gives you peace of mind that your valuable
images and files are not lost. And it not only provides image recovery, but will restore video and
audio files as well. Image Rescue 3 will be available for free download with purchase of any new
2007 Lexar Professional or Platinum II line CompactFlash or Secure Digital memory card.
Image Rescue 3 (LEIR3) .............................................................................................................................................CALL
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LEXAR

DIGITAL MEDIA
Professional USB 2.0 and FireWire
CompactFlash Card Readers

12-in-1 Memory Card
USB 2.0 Reader (LEMCR)
Incredibly
versatile, it
can read all
memory cards
including:
CompactFlash
(Type 1/2),
SmartMedia, Memory Stick, Memory Stick
Duo, Memory Stick Pro, Memory Stick Pro
Duo, MMC, SD and xD-Picture Card. As well
as MicroDrive, miniSD and RS MMC. Small
and incredibly fast, it goes anywhere, anytime.
◆ Connects to the computer via USB2.0. No

external AC power supply needed.
◆ Connected via USB 2.0, the reader cranks

out 480 mpbs–4x faster than USB 1.1.
Backwards compatible with older USB ports.
12-in-1 Memory Card Reader (LEMCR) ....29.95

Professional 4-Port USB
2.0 Stackable Hub (LEPHUSB)
Designed for those
using multiple
Lexar Professional
CompactFlash
USB 2.0 Readers,
the hub lets you
connect up to four
readers to a single
USB 2.0 port for
fast, simultaneous
downloads. It fits
perfectly under the
CompactFlash
Pro CompactFlash Readers
USB 2.0 Readers
shown stacked with the 4-Port
USB 2.0 Stackable Hub
and comes with
four specially designed
USB 2.0 cables that eliminate the spider web
of cables typically associated with USB hub
configurations. Used in conjunction with the
readers, the Hub supports Lexar’s exclusive
ActiveMemory (AMS) and LockTight technologies that enhance the features in your digital cameras and media processing software.
◆ Rugged black housing with textured rubber

accents resists scratching.
◆ LED indicators show you which of

the

readers in your stack is active.
◆ Includes 1m standard A-to-mini-B and four

25cm Standard A-to-B USB 2.0 cables.

The ideal solution for photographers looking for maximum
workflow speed and durability, the Lexar Professional USB 2.0
or FireWire CompactFlash Card Readers make downloading
photo sessions a breeze. They have a durable textured rubber
exterior, and the stackable design allows multiple readers to take
up the footprint of only one reader. They also support
Lexar’s exclusive Active Memory (AMS) and LockTight
technologies. With AMS, important settings can be saved to
the card to prevent reentering or retyping these settings each
time; and with LockTight, you can secure LockTight cards
to prevent data from falling into unwanted hands.
◆ Specifically designed to ensure maximum

data transfer rates, they take full advantage
of the high-speed USB 2.0 or FireWire
interface,, speeding your workflow and
saving you time and money.
◆ Black housing with textured rubber

accents resists scratching and is more
stable when inserting a CF card.

◆ Easily and neatly stack and connect up to

four readers for simultaneous CF card
downloads of large photo sessions. The
FireWire version also supports FireWire
daisy-chaining of up to 4 devices so you’ll
use only one port.
◆ LED indicator lights up when the files are

done writing.

Professional USB 2.0 CompactFlash Card Reader (LERHCFU) ..............................................CALL
Professional FireWire CompactFlash Card Reader (LERHCFW) ............................................69.95

Professional Dual-Slot USB 2.0 and Single-Slot
FireWire 800 UDMA CompactFlash Card Readers
Lexar’s high-performance Professional UDMA FireWire 800 and Dual-Slot USB Readers are
designed to help professional photographers and advanced photo enthusiasts maximize their
post-production workflow speed. Designed for use with high-speed cards, they provide the
fastest download speeds available when paired with a UDMA card.
◆ The Professional UDMA FireWire 800 Reader has a stackable design that allows up to four

UDMA FireWire 800 Reader

readers to be daisy-chained together. This lets you configure
the readers to your specific needs, streamlining your
productivity and drastically accelerating your workflow.
The stackable design makes it ideal for boosting productivity
in a photo studio environment. Fully compatible with both
UDMA CompactFlash (CF) and standard CF memory cards,
the reader supports data transfer rates of up to 800Mb/sec
(or 100MB/sec)—twice as fast as FireWire 400.

◆ Incredibly versatile, the Professional UDMA Dual-Slot

USB 2.0 Reader is a high-performance reader with
two slots, enabling the fastest download speeds from
high capacity UDMA CompactFlash, standard CF,
SD and SDHC cards. Extremely rugged, the reader
has a compact, portable design that's perfect for the
photographer on the go. Easily folds closed to protect
card slots, and smooth contours help it slip easily in
and out of a photo bag or briefcase.

Dual-Slot USB 2.0 Reader

Professional UDMA FireWire 800 Reader ..............................................................................CALL
Professional UDMA Dual-Slot USB 2.0 Reader ...................................................................CALL
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GEPE

CARD SAFE CARD CASES
Shock-resistant Card Safes feature an anti-static
interior to protect your valuable memory cards. They
stick discreetly into your shirt pocket or stick out with
trendy colors if carried around the neck. Choose the
Card Safe that fits your type and needs.

Card Safe Mini: Holds 3 smaller memory cards such as xD, SD, MMC, and the
Memory Stick Duo. 3.9˝ x 0.47˝ x 2˝, it weighs 1.23 oz. Available in Onyx
(GECSMO), Neon Green (GECSMN), Ice Blue (GECSMIB), Rosso Red (GECSMR) ..12.95
Card Safe Basic Slim: With two compartments to discreetly store bigger-sized
memory cards such as Compact Flash, Memory Stick or MMC cards. It’s
dimensions are 2.1˝ x 0.79˝ x 2.6˝, and it weighs 1.06 oz. Available in Onyx
(GECSS), Ice Blue (3852-02), and Mandarin Orange (3852-04) ...............................9.95
Card Safe Basic: Holds 2 Compact Flash, Memory Stick, MMC, or SD cards.
It’s dimensions are 3.9˝ x 0.55˝ x 2.6˝, and it weighs 1.38 oz. Available in Onyx
(GECSB), Ice Blue (3856-02), and Mandarin Orange (3856-04) .............................11.95

Card Safe
Basic Slim
Card Safe Mini
Neon Green

Card Safe Basic Duo: Features two card compartments in which CF, SD, MMC,
Memory Stick or Smart Media cards can be safely stored. It’s dimensions are
2.1˝ x 0.79˝ x 2.6˝, and it weighs 1.06 oz. Available in Onyx (GECSDO), Ice Blue
(GECSDBL), and Mandarin Orange (GECSDOR)....................................................8.50
Card Safe Extreme: This top of the range Card Safe has 4 compartments for
bigger-sized memory cards such as Compact Flash or Memory Stick as well as
SM and SD cards. It is 3.9˝ x 0.94˝ x 3˝, and weighs 3.17 oz. Available in Onyx
(GECSEO), Ice Blue (GECSEIB), Neon Green (GECSEN), Rosso Red (GECSER) ......18.95

Card Safe
Extreme

Card Safe Extreme Combi: Although the Extreme Combi looks exactly like
the Extreme on the outside, you will see the differences inside. It has two
compartments for bigger-sized memory cards and one compartment to safely
store a battery or other smaller parts. It’s dimensions are 3.9˝ x 0.94˝ x 3˝, and
it weighs 3.17 oz. Available in Onyx (GECSEC) .................................................18.95

Card Safe
Basic Duo
Mandarin
Orange

HAKUBA DIGITAL MEDIA STORAGE CASES
Digital Media Storage Hard Cases are constructed of high strength
aluminum with rubber molded lining for maximum protection, and
feature an interior compartment that holds Smart Media, Memory
Stick or Compact Flash. They are available in silver and titanium.
Holds up to 4 CompactFlash cards.
Available in Silver (HACCF4S) and Titanium
(HACCF4T) ...............................................14.95

Holds up to 4 SmartMedia cards.
Available in Silver (HACSM4S) and Titanium
(HACSM4T) ...............................................14.95

Holds up to 8 Memory Sticks.
Available in Silver (HACMS8S) and Titanium
(HACMS8T) ...............................................14.95

Digital Media Storage Cases are constructed of strong polypropylene and boasts a light blue exterior. The interior
features colorful rubber compartments that can be easily pulled out to allow for storage of a PCMCIA adapter card.
The interior compartments are also individually color coded and sized for Smart Media (green), Memory Sticks
(red), or Compact Flash (yellow) and Secure Media (purple).
Holds 4 Memory Sticks
(HACMS4) ..................7.95

Holds 4 SmartMedia
cards (HACSM4) ........7.95

Holds 4 SD cards
(HACSD4) ...................7.95

Holds 8 Memory Sticks

Holds 8 SmartMedia
cards (HACSM8) ......11.95

Holds 8 SD Cards

Holds 4 CF Cards

Holds 8 xD Cards

(HACSD8) .................11.95

(HACCF4) .................11.95

(HACXD8) ................12.50

(HACMS8) ................11.95
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HITACHI

MICRODRIVES
High-Capacity (up to 6GB) Storage
For a world on the move, portable electronic products such as handheld
PCs, personal digital assistants (PDAs), digital phones, and digital still
cameras have changed from novelty to necessity. And as the demand
for these small-scale, fully-functional, portable products increase in
intensity, so does the demand for greater storage capacity and
improved performance. But until recently capacity and performance
were limited by PCMCIA technology and compact flash memory cards.
With their tiny one-inch form factor, Hitachi’s family of Microdrives
bring affordable high-capacity, high-performance data storage to a
wide variety of handheld electronic products — including digital still
cameras, PDAs, handheld PCs, and portable Internet music players.
FEATURES

Compact
High-Capacity Storage
◆ The Microdrive family provides break-

through storage capacity while keeping
compatibility with the industry-standard
CF Type II format as well as PCMCIA Type
II (with an adapter). This makes them ideal
for digital still cameras and other portable
electronic devices.
◆ This capacity enables you to capture more

high-resolution photos without having to
frequently download data. In addition,
handheld PC users can access more applications and maintain large databases, while
notebook users can back up and transport
their data more quickly and conveniently.
◆ With capacities of

3, 4 and 6GB on a single
hard disk drive, the Microdrives provide
high-capacity, cost-effective personal
storage. Weighing only 16 grams each—
less than a roll of film (28 grams for a
36-exposure roll), the drives provide
outstanding capacity in a compact, portable
package.

◆ With a maximum sustained data rate

Advanced Features
Microdrives incorporate cutting-edge technologies such as giant magnetoresistive (GMR)
head technology, load/unload features, Enhanced Adaptive Battery Life Extender 3.0,
and TrueTrack servo for maximum capacity, performance, and reliability.
◆ GMR technology increases real density

technology minimizes power consumption
and maximizes battery life so a drive can be
powered by standard “AA” batteries.

◆ Load/unload technology enables the use of

smooth disks, allowing lower fly height that
also results in higher areal density.

◆ TrueTrack Servo technology enhances drive

reliability and robust performance.

MICRODRIVE SPECIFICATIONS
Interface

CompactFlash Type II

Capacity

3, 4, and 6 GB

Cache Buffer

128 KB

Disks/Heads

1/2

Average Seek

12 ms

Average Latency
Media transfer rate
Rotational speed
Interface Transfer Rate
Weight

exceeding 4 MB/sec, the Microdrive provides
a significant performance improvement
over current flash memory. (They deliver
hard disk performance because they are
hard disk drives.) As a result, large files can
be transferred very quickly, and you can be
much more productive.

◆ Battery Life Extender power management

thus giving the miniature drives their
enormous capacities.

Dimensions

8.33 ms
125 Mb/sec max.
3600 RPM
33 MB/sec max.
0.56 oz. (max)
1.69˝ x 1.43˝ x 0.2˝

3GB Microdrive (HI3GB) ........................................................................109.95
4GB Microdrive (HI4GBQ) ......................................................................124.95
6GB Microdrive (HI6GB) ........................................................................164.95
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BUSHNELL/ALER ATEC

PORTABLE STORAGE & VIEWERS
Bushnell Trail Scout Digital Camera Viewer
Small enough to fit in your pocket, the compact, handheld Trail Scout Viewer lets you check digital
images in the field with the push of a button. The 1.8˝ flat panel LCD screen provides instant,
high-resolution viewing of any images captured on SD memory cards. The viewer has two SD card
slots — one for the camera card and the other for a storage card. You can transfer and save images to
the second card, or simply view and delete images from the camera card. The Trail Scout has a USB port
so it can be connected directly to a PC for downloading and saving images. For convenience, large buttons
make it easy to operate - even when wearing gloves. Operates on two AA batteries and includes a soft case with belt loop.
Bushnell Trail Scout Digital Camera Viewer (BUTSDV): With USB cable and soft case with belt loop ..............................................................109.95

Aleratec USB Copy Cruiser Plus
Aleratec’s unique USB Copy Cruiser Plus copies digital pictures, MP3 files and other data between
USB drives without a computer. This allows you to quickly transfer data between USB drives
and flash memory cards where ever you are. The easy to use control buttons and LCD display
allow you to choose specific files, folders or all files and folders to copy. An LCD display shows
device properties including capacity and available space. Runs on 3x AAA batteries.
When connected to a computer via external USB 2.0, the USB Copy Cruiser Plus becomes an
8-in-1 Card Reader/Writer. Supports CompactFlash Type I/II, MicroDrive, SmartMedia, Memory Stick,
Memory Stick Pro, SD and MultiMediaCard. xD is supported when used with an optional xD to CF adapter.
Aleratec USB Copy Cruiser Plus (ALUCCP): 7.5˝ x 7.5˝ x 2˝; 10.4 oz.; powered by 3 AAA batteries (not included) ..............................................79.95

Aleratec Digital Photo Copy Cruiser
If you take a lot of digital pictures on the road, be they for work or pleasure, the Aleratec Digital
Photo Copy Cruiser is a must-have. Combining three function in one stand-alone device, the
Digital Photo Copy Cruiser is a memory card reader, memory card copier, and external
USB 2.0 high-speed CD-recorder. This gives you the convenience of one touch operation to
copy your digital photos directly from memory card to CD without the need for a computer.
There is also no need to purchase expensive high capacity flash memory cards, since you can store
up to twenty-one 32MB cards on a 700MB CD. When the Digital Photo Copy Cruiser is connected to
your computer, via the USB 2.0 port, you have an external 36x10x48 CDR.
◆ 8-in-1 Card Reader/Writer supports CompactFlash (Type I / II)/

Microdrive, SD (Secure Digital)/MultiMedia Card (MMC), SmartMedia (SM), and Memory Stick (MS)/Memory Stick Pro (MS Pro).
◆ Copy digital photos from flash memory card directly to CD without

the need of a computer. Also works as an external USB 2.0 36x12x48
CD-Recorder.

◆ Multisession writing allows you to copy up to twenty-one 32MB flash

memory cards to a 700MB CDu Only slightly larger than a typical
portable CD Player, the Digital Photo Copy Cruiser is easy to travel
with. There is also an optional car power adapter so you can burn on
the go.
◆ Includes Ulead Photo Explorer and Ahead Nero Express software.

Aleratec Digital Photo Copy Cruiser (ALDPCC): 8.3˝ x 6.3˝ x 2˝; 2 oz ...................................................................................................................149.95
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EPSON

PORTABLE STORAGE & VIEWERS
P-3000 • P-5000 Multimedia Storage Viewers
An essential tool for the professional photographer, the P-3000 (40GB) and
P-5000 (80GB) Multimedia Storage Viewers provide an innovative way to
download, store and display thousands of photos, videos and more on the
spot - without a computer. With their ultra fast processor, it’s easy to backup
images right from your memory card or camera. Transfer thousands of photos
in no time at all. Then, continue shooting. With their large, 4˝ LCD, you can
instantly review images, or share your portfolio with clients immediately after
the shoot. In fact, you can easily view slide shows and videos, or listen to audio files.
You can also present professional quality images anywhere you go. Epson Photo Fine Ultra LCD technology means
you’ll see every color and detail. With Adobe RGB color space support, each viewer displays over 16.7 million colors.
You can even zoom in and verify RAW files. Long battery life, makes them ideal for extended, on-location shoots. Save
and view all your best shots at the scene. Or, transfer files from your camera or any USB device. You can even connect to
your PC when you get back to the studio. The P-3000 and P-5000 make it easy to save and share images virtually anywhere,
with amazing clarity and color.
FEATURES
◆ High capacity 40GB (EP-3000) or 80GB (EP-5000)

hard drive lets
you backup hundreds of photos from your memory card or camera.

◆ Ultra fast processor provides for fast downloads. Built-in card slots

support CompactFlash and SD memory cards additional card types
with third-party adapter).
◆ RAW File support allows users to magnify each image so you can

check the focus and fine detail before moving on to the next shot.
◆ 4˝ LCD display provides over 16.7 million colors and includes

Epson Photo Fine Ultra LCD technology for more accurate colors
and detail. Also supports Adobe RGB color space for consistent
color.
◆ Hi-Speed USB 2.0 interface provides for fast file transfers, and lets

you transfer images from USB Mass Storage devices (such as USB
flash drives) directly to the P-3000/P-5000 without a computer.
◆ Ergonomically designed for added ease and comfort. With raised

sides on the front, you can access the user interface with just one
hand. And it inherently protects the screen when you place the
device on a flat surface.
◆

DivX video file support, plus audio/video ouput lets you view slide
shows and videos.

◆ Includes a rechargeable battery so it's always ready to travel, and it

offers long battery life that’s ideal for extended, on-location shoots.
P-3000 Multimedia Storage Viewer (EPP3000)
40GB storage capacity. 3.5˝ x 5.9˝ x 1.3˝; weighs 1 lbs ................489.95
P-5000 Multimedia Storage Viewer (EPP5000)
80GB storage capacity. 3.5˝ x 5.9˝ x 1.3˝; weighs 1 lbs ................679.95

MEDIA STREET
EM-PMP7 40GB eMotion Portable
Media Player with 7” LCD Screen
The EM-PMP7 7˝ eMotion
Portable Media Player gives
you the ability to carry
your digital video, picture,
and music files with you
conveniently and easily.
Featuring a large 7˝ color
LCD display, your digital
images and videos will look
great whether you view them individually or
share them with friends.
Downloading files to the EM-PMP7 is simple, as it is recognized
by your computer as a USB mass storage device. Simply drag
and drop your files into the instantly recognized external
hard-drive and you’ll be ready to go. You can also download
quickly and easily straight from your digital camcorder or
camera via USB.
The EM-PMP7 has the storage and features to allow you to
take your digital entertainment, whether video, image or music
on the road. Whether you’re a traveling business person, a student, or somewhere in-between, the EM-PMP7 will keep you
entertained no matter where you are.
EMPMP7 40GB eMotion Portable Media Player (MEEMPMP7)
Includes an AC adapter and a USB cable ..........................379.95
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JOB O

PORTABLE STORAGE & VIEWERS
GIGA One Photo Storage System
The Jobo Giga One offers digital photographers an inexpensive and easy-to-use solution for storing
their images —especially if RAW is the chosen format. This compact, pocket sized device has 40- or
80 GB of storage capacity, and can store thousands of pictures. The 1.8˝ monochrome LCD screen
provides information such as remaining capacity, transfer status in percent, battery life remaining and
the card type that is inserted.
◆ Simple controls

make it easy to
use.
◆ No need to buy additional memory cards -

when your camera memory card is full,
simply load the images onto the Giga One,
erase your card and use it again.

◆ Fast USB 2.0 interface lets you download all

your images to your hard drive in minutes.
◆ Can be used as a USB 2.0 card reader and an

external hard drive when connected to your
computer. Can store any kind of data file including .RAW, .JPG, .MP3, .doc, .xls, .ppt,
.pdf, .avi, and much more.

◆ Monochrome LCD shows when files are

successfully copied, available and used
memory and indicates battery charge level.
◆ Compact and portable, yet very durable

with an aluminum casing. Includes an
internal rechargeable 3.6v Li-Ion battery so
you do not need to rely on AC power.

Giga One 40GB Photo Storage Device (JOG140GB): 40GB capacity. 4.5˝ x 3.1˝ x 1˝, weighs 8.9 oz..............................................................................159.95
Giga One 80GB Photo Storage Device (JOG180GB): 80GB capacity. 4.5˝ x 3.1˝ x 1˝, weighs 8.9 oz..............................................................................219.95

GIGA Vu PRO Evolution
GIGA Vu PRO evolution is the ultimate portable multi-media, photo copier and image
viewing system. A high-quality digital album with up to 120GB hard drive storage and
a built-in memory card slot for CompactFlash and MicroDrive (other memory cards via
adapter), the GIGA Vu PRO evolution was designed for users that want the most advanced digital storage and display features. It offers real RAW file decoding, super HiSpeed downloading of files to and from your computer, and razor sharp image viewing
capability. Whether on location or traveling, it frees up precious space on your memory
card, while offering a permanent secure storage system for your. It is also an easy-to-use
portable media player that you can take anywhere, enjoying your favorite photos, videos and music anytime.
◆ Offers real file decoding of

over 70 different
different RAW formats)— indicating not
only the JPEGs of a digital photo, but actually displaying the real and true RAW data.
With its power zoom feature, a photo pixel
can be indicated perfectly as a screen pixel.

◆ Copy, store, view, print and present photos

without a PC. You can also use the OTG
feature to connect to other stand-alone USB
devices such as digital cameras, printers,
card readers, etc. Even transfer data to another USB 2.0 hard disk for “extra” backup.

◆ 4˝ color TFT display lets you instantly view

digital images in bright brilliant color and
vivid detail. Also displays histograms and
channel views as highlight detection.
◆ Built-in card slot for CompactFlash I/II and

MicroDrive (download/upload). Supports
all other cards with optional adapter.
◆ When used as a media player, MPEG-1/2/4

and DivX files can be played with video and
sound. Also plays MP3 and WAV music files.
◆ Supports a Wi-Fi enabled (IEEE802.11b)

CompactFlash card (optional).

◆ Has composite (NTSC or PAL) video and

DVI digital output for showing and controlling pictures directly on a TV or projector.
◆ Exclusive dust detector allows DSLR camera

users to recognize where dust is on the chip,
therefore ensuring flawless photo results.
◆ PictBridge compatible, so you can print

pictures directly to any compatible PictBridge
enabled printer without a computer.
◆ Includes rechargeable 2200 mAh Li-ion

battery, AC charger, USB and video output
cable, earphones and protective cover.

◆ USB 2.0 equipped, it offers special photo

applications including a super fast data
transfer speed of 1GB in little over 2 minutes.
This means you can download up to 25GB
of photos on a single battery charge.
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GIGA Vu Pro evolution (JOGVPE80): With 80GB hard drive......................................................679.95
GIGA Vu Pro evolution (JOGVPE120): With 120GB hard drive ..................................................879.95
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SANHO

HYPERDRIVE SPACE
Portable Storage Device and Memory Card Reader
Free up space for more shots by easily backing up your full memory card to Sanho’s
HyperDrive SPACE. It is so fast, you hardly notice the wait, and because it is powered
by rechargeable li-ion batteries, you can carry it where ever you go. With long lasting
battery life and huge storage capacities huge as your computer, you are set for
unlimited shooting with the only memory storage that you will ever need. The
HyperDrive SPACE is a portable storage device and memory card reader that allows
you to transfer pictures from your camera’s memory card at speeds of 20 MB/sec. That
means you can download a full 1GB memory card to the hard drive in under one minute. The ideal solution for professional
photographers who often find themselves filling a memory card while in the field.
◆ Compatible with 18 memory card formats,

including Compact Flash Type I/II, SD ,
SDHC , MMC, xD-picture, and every type of
Memory Stick.
◆ Using DMA (Direct Memory Access)

technology, achieves blazing backup speeds
of up to 20MB/s, which translates to 1GB
backup in less than one minute!

◆ Four ways to recharge internal battery and power unit at the same time— via USB, AC adapter,

car charger, or optional external battery pack (4 x AA or Li-ion cell). Power/charge HyperDrive
SPACE anywhere in the world with provided universal voltage (100-240V) AC adapter.
◆ Finished in sleek black with modern clean lines, the strong yet lightweight aluminum casing

protects it rom shock and efficiently dissipates any excess heat from the internal hard drive and
battery. , Incredibly compact, measures just 2.9˝ x 0.8˝ x 5˝ (WxDxH) and weighs 8.5 oz.
◆ Includes AC adapter, car charger, USB cable, carry case, screwdriver and screws.

40GB HyperDrive SPACE Portable Storage Device & Memory Card Reader (HYHDS40GB) .........189.95

◆ Innovative spatial keypad system allows

80GB HyperDrive SPACE Portable Storage Device & Memory Card Reader (HYHDS80GB) .........249.95

quick access to all functions in 5 button
presses or less.

120GB HyperDrive SPACE Portable Storage Device & Memory Card Reader (HYHDS120GB) .....299.95

◆ Also functions as an external USB hard drive

when connected to your computer. Transfer
photos and data at a blazing 28MB/s speed,
the fastest in its class.
◆ Uses the same high capacity rechargeable

Lithium-Ion cell used to power notebook
computers. Download 100GB on a single
charge, enough to fill up most hard drives.
Batteries are easily removed and replaceable.
◆ LCD display shows free space, file transfer

status and battery level. You can also browse
and delete files/folders, format hard drive
and memory card and define folder name.
◆ Built-in clock shows date/time and keeps

track of when every backup is performed.
◆ Most backup devices will fail or hang when

they encounter a corrupted memory card.
HyperDrive SPACE is intelligent enough to
skip these bad sectors and give you the
option to backup the rest of the memory
card, salvaging the uncorrupted part.
◆ Hardware-based 32-bit Copy Verification

System ensures that all your data is safely
transferred and stored. This is done by
comparing the data copied with the
original data on the memory card to
ensure that they are identical.

SONY HDPS-M10
Portable Photo Storage System
A portable hard drive designed for high-end
digital photography, the HDPS-M10 features
40GB of total storage capacity and up to 60
minutes of battery life for extended transfer
times without an AC adapter. Simplified
controls allows you to transfer images from a
variety of flash media to the hard drive with a single click of a button.
◆ Includes slots for standard Memory Stick,

Memory Stick PRO, Memory Stick Duo,
Memory Stick PRO Duo, CompactFlash
Type I/ II, and Microdrive media.
◆ One Touch Memory Transfer moves

images from your flash media and
archives them to the hard disk.

◆ Connects to PC or Mac via USB 2.0.
◆ Doubles as a backup for PC’s hard drive.
◆ Fits into any bag, perfect for travel.

Measures 5.4 x 1.2 x 3.7˝, weighs 10.6 oz.
◆ Photo Diary Software organizes digital

photographs in a calendar format.

HDPS-M10 Portable Photo Storage System: Includes AC adapter/charger, USB cable,
indicator label, carry case, hand strap, and Photo Diary software (SOHDPSM10) ...........279.95
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SMARTDISK

FLASHTRAX XT
A palm-sized, portable multimedia player, the SmartDisk FlashTrax XT lets you
transfer, store and share videos, pictures, audio and data files anywhere. Transfer
thousands of high resolution images and hours of video for entertainment, or safely
capture and store photos from flash memory cards using the “one touch” copy key,
and display them on its 3.6˝ LCD screen, on a TV or projector. In addition, the user
can enjoy music from a personal collection, listen to the built-in FM tuner, or
watch slide shows while listening to music. A user-friendly screen display and
control make video, image or music selection quick and easy. Unique among
portable multimedia players, the LCD folds to ensure that both the screen and
control buttons remain protected while on the go. Last, with transfer speeds of up to
480MBps, FlashTrax XT can also serve as an external hard drive to transfer, store and access data.
◆ A CompactFlash reader slot is built-in, and

with an optional card adapter, the FlashTrax
XT transfers images (supports JPEG, BMP,
GIF and some RAW digital file formats) from
all popular flash memory cards. Carry and
tens of thousands of digital photos and view
them with controls to zoom and pan. A slide
show feature previews photos automatically
and allows you to add background music.
◆ Record and play TV shows or movies on the

FlashTrax XT 40GB Stand-Alone
Data Storage Unit (SMFTX40GB) ............219.95
FlashTrax XT 80GB Stand-Alone
Data Storage Unit (SMFTX80GB) ............319.95
FlashTrax XT Media Adapter (CAXX4N1)
Use the FlashTrax XT’s CompactFlash slot
to read SmartMedia, Memory Stick, SD
(Secure Digital) or MultiMediaCard (MMC)
memory cards.........................................CALL

built-in 3.6˝ color LCD or connect to a TV or
video projector for viewing with family and
friends. (Outputs composite NTSC or PAL
video). Plays digital video formats, including
MPEG-4, DivX, WMV9 and XviD.
◆

Transfer the images you’ve collected from
FlashTrax XT to your PC using the Hi-Speed
USB 2.0 port, and save edited photos or any
other type of file back onto the FlashTrax XT.

◆ Adjustable flip-top lid protects the high

resolution 3.6˝ LCD and provides up to 130°
tilt for comfortable viewing
◆ Simple user interface allows you to find and

manage your digital content. In addition,
FlashTrax XT’s operating system is upgradeable.
That means future enhancements can be
added as they are made available through the
SmartDisk web site.
◆ Use the convenient Hi-Speed USB port to

connect FlashTrax XT to your PC and
download thousands of songs to take with
you. Listen to your music via the built-in
speaker, with headphones or connect
FlashTrax XT to external speakers. Create
your own music play list to enjoy again and
again. In addition, use the built-in radio to
listen to your favorite FM station and capture
your favorite music for later enjoyment.
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FlashTrax XT Battery (BATFTXXT)
Have additional rechargeable batteries
on-hand while using FlashTrax XT away
from a power supply ..............................CALL
FlashTrax XT Auto Adapter (SMCCFT)
Provides power and battery charging abilities
for FlashTrax ...........................................19.95
FlashTrax XT AC Adapter (SMACAFTXT)
External 5v AC Adapter ..........................29.95

PhotoBank 40GB Stand
Alone Data Storage Device
Saving and storing digital photos using the
palm-sized SmartDisk PhotoBank, is fast, easy
and safe. The LCD status indicator and the single
key control enables quick, reliable, one-step transfers
of your photos from most flash memory cards. With 40GB of storage capacity,
you can save literally thousands of high quality images.
◆ Transfer and store photos to internal

40GB hard drive, allowing reuse of
your digital camera flash memory
card. (Store over 20,000 photos based
on 1.6MB file size.
◆ Copy photos quickly and easily from

Compact Flash (I/II), MicroDrive,
Memory Stick, Memory Stick PRO,
SD, Mini-SD, MMC and SmartMedia
flash memory cards.
◆ Monitor data transfer via the 1.7˝

monochrome LCD status indicator.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Connect to PC using Hi-Speed USB

2.0 interface.
◆ Transfer multiple flash memory cards

on a single battery charge of the builtin rechargeable lithium-ion battery.
◆ Measures 0.5˝ x 3.1˝ x 1˝ (WxHxD),

weighs 9.2 oz.
◆ Includes AC Adapter/charger, USB

cable and carrying case.
PhotoBank 40GB, Stand Alone Data
Storage Device (SMPB40GB) ..........149.95
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WOLVERINE

FLASHPAC 7000 SERIES
Portable Data Storage Devices
with built-in 7-in-1 Memory Card Reader
With the FlashPac, you can take thousands of photos with a single memory card. One touch
of a button, and all your photos and digital data are copied effortlessly via the built-in 7-in-1
card reader into the unit’s 60-, 80- or 100-, 120GB hard drive. With the contents of your memory
card safely stored, your memory card is ready to be reused—and you never had to go near a computer.
Ideal for photographers in the field, FlashPac is a stand alone rechargeable unit, so you can save your data anywhere.
◆ Store thousands of

photos or other types of data files on their
60-, 80-, 100- or 120GB capacity internal hard drive.

◆ Save photos and files in seconds by simply inserting your memory

card and pressing a single button to begin the process.
◆ Transfer up to 6GB (using 256MB Cards) to 12GB (using 1GB and up

CF cards) of data on a single battery charge, anywhere and at any time.
The battery (Fuji NP-60 or equivalent) is replaceable if necessary.
◆ Capable of

reading 7 types of memory cards via built-in slots.
Includes CompactFlash (I/II)/MicroDrive, SmartMedia, Memory
Stick, Memory Stick PRO SD, MultiMedia Card and xD-Picture Card.

◆ Can be used as an external hard drive to backup all of

your computer

data or as a memory card reader/writer.
◆ Copy and organize all of

your image and data files without a
computer - makes it a great data storage companion when traveling.

◆ Clear LCD display (no picture preview) indicates battery power status,

type of memory inserted, file transfer status, number of files copied,
storage (hard drive) remaining capacity, file transfer confirmation,
error indication.
◆ High-speed USB 2.0 connection for fast data transfer to your

computer. Also supports USB 1.1.

60GB FlashPac 7000

80GB FlashPac 7000

100GB FlashPac 7000

120GB FlashPac 7000

(WOR7160GB) .......................139.95

(WOR7180GB) .......................159.95

(WOR71100GB) .....................179.95

(WOR71120GB) .....................199.95

MVP 9000 SERIES
Portable Multimedia Storage and Viewers
With the Wolverine MVP 9000 Series, you can carry all your photos, music, video,and more in the
palm of your hand. Store and playback photos, videos and music without being tethered to a
computer. With built-in 7-in-1 memory card reader, the MVP 9000 Series is the perfect
companion to any digital camera. Transfer photos, video, audio and data files directly from
memory cards, so they can be used over and over again.
◆ Store thousands of

photos or other types of
data files on their 60-, 80-, 100- or 120 GB
capacity internal hard drive.

◆ Enjoy your music anywhere anytime with the

◆ View photos and text in common file formats

◆ Download from or write to 7 different types

including JPEG, TIFF, BMP, TXT, or RAW
(with select digital cameras).
◆ Play back common video formats with sound

including AVI (Motion-JPEG), MOV
(Motion-JPEG), MPEG-1, MPEG-4 and DivX.
◆ View photos or watch video on the razor

sharp 2.5˝ brilliant colors LCD display.
60GB MVP 9000
(WOMSV60GB) .....................249.95

built-in high fidelity MP3 player (Supports
MP3, WMA, AAC, WAV audio formats).
of media cards including Compact Flash,
MicroDrive, Secure Digital (SD), Multimedia
Card (MMC), Memory Stick, Memory Stick
Pro, Smart Media and xD-Picture. Also
supports Mini-SD, RS-MMC, MS Duo, MS
Pro Duo with optional adapter.
◆ Audio/video output lest you display photos

and videos on a TV or projector.

80GB MVP 9000
(WOMSV80GB) .......................CALL

◆ Record hours of

audio via built-in digital
voice and line-in audio recorder feature.

◆ High-speed USB 2.0 connection for fast data

transfer to your computer. Also supports
USB 1.1.
◆ Transfer up to 20GB of

data or play 8 hours
of music or 3.5 hours of video on a single
charge of the high capacity rechargeable
lithium-ion battery.

◆ Lightweight and compact, weighs 10 oz. and

measures only 5.1 x 3.1 x 1.2˝ (WxHxD).

100GB MVP 9000
(WOMSV100GB) ....................349.95

120GB MVP 9000
(WOMSV120GB) ....................399.95
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